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Rosari Reiki
Long Time, I have done meditation for 1988, in dec,2,2001, I found
Reiki Energy called Rosari Reiki.
Rosari Reiki do simultant :
1. Clean Chakra in your body.
2. Do healing to Phisical and non Phisical (metaphysic)
Disturbances.
3. Give peace in your meditation
4. Can access Natural Energy (water, earth, air,fire)simultantly so
we can do Self healing, distant healing, trash your negative
energy (we can Try and pray to Our God).
5. Can be implemented with reflexiology, anmo, etc
6. Can open your third eye

Rosari Reiki Level:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Self Healing Reiki
Distant Healing Reiki
Advanced Rosari Reiki
Empowerment (more powerfull than level 1,2,3)
Master (With selection).
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Rosari Reiki Symbol
Level 1

Sagitarius archer

Devine Triangle

Tabular Healing

General healing, shield

Increasing your skill to
communicate with
Higher self, make you more
religious.

Chakra healing, open chakra

Level 2

Radar Eclipse

Energy Bowl

Grounding

Mass Healing

Access Natural Energy
(water, earth,fire,wind)

Grounding energy,
balance energy in your
body
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Level 3

Third Eyes

Devine Chakra

Refleciology

Increase your third
eyes, your feeling

Increase your devine
Chakra

Can trash block and dirty
chakra, sushuma, your
reflexiology

Level 4

Meditation

Time Target

New skill for your
chakra

Stop energy flow (can
schedule energy flow)
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Tingkat 5

ROSARI MASTER
Give Rosari Attunement, Give
authority to access moment, Energy
ball, authority.

LOAN
Can access another energy which you
don’t have (gtummo, tummo, shing
chi, lightarian, fusion,etc)

Rosari Reiki Meditation
1. Sit and relax, do Buddha meditation formation, make your hand like if you hold
the ball, take in oxygen to take in energy, take out oxygen to take out energy,
hold your breath to hold energy in your body
Crystal in Rosari Reiki :
a. Choosing Crystal
Hold crystal with your hand, if you feel powerfull energy, you can take this
crystal.
b. Clean Your Crystal
You can use flow water or salt water in few hours.
c. Crystal Programming
Free affirmation (shield, healing, meditation). Pray Thanks God and do
meditation 20 minutes. Visualization : imagine your crystal with the door,
Open the door and you can fill with program, close the door.
d. Cleansing and Healing with Crystall
Hold crystal with the point to the person who you want to heal, free affirmation to
send energy with imagine blue rays from crystal to sick people..
e.

Crystal programming can use Rosari Reiki Symbol.
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Rosari Reiki and Refleciology and other method
1. can be combinated with reflexiology, anmo,etc
2. How ? in reflexiology you can send Rosari Reiki Energy

HAND POSITION
1. Pray Thanks God
2. Free affirmation to send Rosari Reiki
Right hand (RH) in your head left hand (LH) in agnya chakra 3 minutes,move
your RH to throat chakra, LH still in agnya chakra 3 minutes, move LH to heart
chakra RH still in throat chakra 3 minutes, move RH to solar plexus chakra LH
still in heart chakra 3 minutes, move LH to perineum chakra RH still in solar
plexus chakra 3 minutes, hold perineum chakra both your hand.

Trash your negative energy to earth.
1. Breath deep
2. Take in oxygen Visualize your negative energy (black colour), send black colour to
your hand and hold the earth. Take out oxygen
3. Do it until you can feel good.
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ATTUNEMENT PREPARATION
Rosari reiki
Yulius Eka Agung Seputra 2001
Do not copy without permission.

Before you begin it is important that you understand
that you are Mind and not body. This simply means
that at a cellular level your cells do require to be told
of your intent. Unless your intent is clearly defined
confusion can set in and your desires cut short. We
don’t always let our bodies know what it is we desire.
In the greater scheme of things we must also
understand and accept that each cell (the microcosm)
is in direct association with the Universe. Therefore to attain what you
desire every part of you needs to work in unison, i.e. Mind, body and Spirit.
Having asked to become a Master, for example, is already in direct
relationship with your intent, but it is necessary to let your body know how,
where and when. In the New Energy, to maximize your desires, it is required
to verbalize out loud what it is you intend to do. It also allows your Spirit
Guides to work with your intent. Spirit Guides, according to Universal Law,
cannot do anything for you unless you ask them and give them permission to
do so. To ask out loud for their assistance will provide a clear platform to
launch your desire. State your intent and do not place expectations upon the
result. Expectations are limitations and will block energies that will confine
your potential.

It is suggested that this meditation be undertaken in such a way that it
takes on a ceremonial nature. I would recommend that some time be given to
its preparation and design. This is your attunement and you will respond to
this in the way that best suits you. Of course this is not necessary but it
will help the logical mind to grasp and accept the attunement taking place.

If you are accustomed to meditation you may already have a sacred place or
meditation technique. Whatever places you in a state of relaxation and away
from the normal stresses, tensions and concerns of everyday life will work
perfectly. Find your sacred place away from any logical disturbances and
select some soft relaxing music. Music is not necessary but will create a
more ambient mood. A pillow and blanket or cover may be appropriate if you
desire.
There are no set patterns or procedures. This is your attunement, do what
makes you feel good!
The purpose of an attunement is to enable you to draw a more powerful
stream of life-force energy through your being, which will clear blocks and
release old patterns. It is best to drink plenty of water, give daily
treatments to your own self and perhaps take some more rest than normal,
in order to assist your cleansing and detoxification process.
MEDITATION
You are in a relaxed state of mind and body.
Imagine, sense or feel that your legs become like lightning rods penetrating
deep into Mother Earth. Allow these rods to travel all the way to the
center of the molten core and as you see the rods arriving, allow them to
turn into anchors so that they may fix you to the Earth energies. Feel the
energies of Mother Earth rising through these rods into your legs and up
into your heart center and allow the energy of Mother Earth to be centered
in your heart.
Imagine, sense or feel that coming down through the Universe a golden beam
of crystalline liquid light from the Great Central Sun penetrates the top of
your head through your crown chakra.
Traveling down through your third eye, throat and into your heart where it
mixes and blends with the energies of Mother Earth allowing each to
resonate in balance and harmony.
Suggested Intent Statement
This is just a sample statement of intent, you do not have to use it. It is
just a guideline to give you an idea of how to put your intent into words.

I call upon the Universal Energy of Light for the purpose of this activation
of my Mastership of Rosari reiki. I invite the Angels, Archangels, my Guides
and Helpers, the Ascended Masters, the Emissaries of Love and of Light and
any other Being, from any part of the Universe that represents the
Godhead, to attend and witness this activation.
It is my pure intent, and I declare, that I Am ready to stand in my own
Power and to have my energies raised to the vibration of Rosari Reiki. I fully
accept this energy and symbols being incorporated into my being. I ask with
Love in my heart to have those experiences that I have yet to undertake be
brought to me and that I be placed within my contract that I secured prior
to my incarnation on this earthly planet. I request from my Guiding Angels
that they tell me what it is I need to know.

To pass singular rosary reiki attunement to others:
Draw the Reiki power symbol on each persons crown chakra and call upon the
reiki guides, the ascended masters, your own guides for strength and power
to pass this attunement. Do the medidation in the other manual over each
person you attune or a picture if you not have person in front of you.

